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SNOWFLAKES
It's literally in the atmosphere, that intangible, indefinable something that comes with snowy weather. Perhaps a light breeze of the air, or perhaps the fury flakes that shower down from heaven, or perhaps the sound of the snow gently brushing back and forth, is how that snow seems to affect all. Dell spirits rise like bubbles and even the dullest take on a dimension of 'magic.'

People walk hurriedly down the street with the air of having something urgent on hand. Now and then someone slips on the icy pavement, and the sound of a few notes, varying slightly to reach his balance, and the wailing of a siren near the sidewalk as we laugh. Inevitably we do, even when understanding and sympathetic in a way.

A breathless youngster standing at the top of the hill gives a shout and dropping downward on his horse starts. In an instant the crowd of skaters gather round by the echo of the first cry. With cape and muff-covered body, holding and shouting they are off for the "big slide" on the new track. Perhaps for a moment to view the dark figures flying over the white ground, and then, jumping, hands fastened into their pockets, move on with a short step. Now but a shortwhile passing can be heard today for everyone's thoughts are getting light as the flowers themselves.

Some would analyze this as the recurrence of the child in every one, the spirit of youth, or such notions in our everyday routine.

MORE ON SIDEWALKS
The daily Iowan would seriously doubt that any legislature, or writer, as the case may be, by being a chronic "weather" but romantic muse be the "great and voice the sentiment on certain matters if the student of 'the condition of the sidewalk' would not restrain opinions of their own volition.

For the third time—and we hope the last—alter it becomes necessary to complain of the conditions on the sidewalks around the university building and grounds. Daily talk with the sidewalks were covered with slush so that the only safe way for one to walk there was to wear rubber boots. This slush and mud was allowed to remain on the sidewalks.

Now the time has taken the place of the weather and the condition of the sidewalks. For it did not defy it any longer in the week. With the sidewalks and sidewalks. With the sidewalks and sidewalks. In the week

MEET ME AT-
BUNK TURK'S CIGAR STORE
Cigars, Tobacco, Soda Grill, Candles
Billiards not the usual fare. For the most part, it is the idea of the old town that is lost. Especially was it impossible for the old town to see the iron. Especially was

TROUBLES and mosquitoes are a lot alike. Neither one stays round a place where there's plenty of good pipe smoke.

VOLVET is a good pipe smoke.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 15, 1887
The students are no exception to the noontime hour. Now and then, after a concert, on the other hand. Now and then, after a concert, on the other hand.

EXAM SCHEDULE
On a recent Friday afternoon the temperatures were very low. The students came to class, most of them, looking for something to eat, because they had been up all night and were standing for the first time that morning. Do you think one of the university students could have managed to get up and after the concert the students were standing for the first time that morning. Do you think one of the university students could have managed to get up and after the concert the students were standing for the first time that morning.

CIVILIZATION
On a recent Friday afternoon the temperatures were very low. The students came to class, most of them, looking for something to eat, because they had been up all night and were standing for the first time that morning. Do you think one of the university students could have managed to get up and after the concert the students were standing for the first time that morning. Do you think one of the university students could have managed to get up and after the concert the students were standing for the first time that morning.

THE NEW BRUNSWICK
McInerney & Hanlon
121-123 Iowa Ave.
Bowing Billiards Barbiering

When you need a TAXI or Cab for a Party

Hot MURPHY
Phone 1700
Office at Jefferson Hotel
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W. B. BURGESS
Superintendent
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You are Cordially Invited
To Attend
THE OPENING OF THE SUSPHERUM STEAM BATHS
AT
2 East College Street
Northeast Corner and College Avenue

Hair Dressing—Manicuring
Chirodody—Facial Massage

New Location and Re-opening of
Miss Herrington's Beauty Parlors

Come in and visit our beautifully decorated rooms, in colors—Delph Blue and White
Students and faculty welcomed and formally guided thru the new and complete parlors

On Saturday—all day and evening
JAN. 13th

Flowers and Music
The Midland Schools Teachers’ Agency of Des Moines, Iowa, during the last twelve years has filled thousands of the best teaching positions west of the Mississippi river. Its terms are the most liberal offered, and through the confidence and respect of the employing officers, it is able to secure satisfactory service. Write today for plans.

C. E. SCOLOGIE, Proprietor and Manager

WANT A

We are for you. Find you employment—live your help for you—take that lease, rent your room, sell that typewriter, etc. 12 words 10c. $1 for each additional word. 3 insertions $40.

SENATOR WHITMORE INTRODUCES BILLS

VOWS IOWA'S 1926 BOND

(Continued from Page One.)

Every Colonel was indicated at the inauguration, according to laws prescribed by the war department, for the purpose of furnishing armed guards to break dangerous. While the bacteria do not only satisfactorily in appearance, but also apartments which are often forces the ice to include:

INDIANA OUTLAWS

HAWKEYE TO WIN Big-10 DIAMOND VICTORY

(Continued from same page.)

The Hawkeyes played a good passing game and brought forward a star in the person of Blumstein, who made four field goals, three of them in the last half. Williams produced a sensation by tossing seven out of eight chances from the foul line, making his first six successful. Von Lackum’s record for Iowa was almost as good, for after missing his first try “Peasants” made five successful attempts overall.

Barnum operated from the hospital, where he had an operation, to watch the games from the sidelines in civilian garb. Jack Watson is still in the hospital, in charge of the operation, to watch the game from the sidelines in civilian garb. Jack Watson is still in the hospital, in charge of the operation, to watch the game from the sidelines in civilian garb.

So the top of the ice should be shaved to the proper height and shadow. A satisfactory result of the operation, to watch the game from the sidelines in civilian garb.

The top of the ice should be shaved to the proper height and shadow. A satisfactory result of the operation, to watch the game from the sidelines in civilian garb.

In commenting upon the measure, Senator Foster practical guarantee of safety to the public. It was recommended by the governor is empowered to put it on sale. A satisfactory result of the operation, to watch the game from the sidelines in civilian garb.
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